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The model that truly launched BMW into the performance arena in the United States were the
second generation of 3-series cars. Today, the E30 family of BMWs are both readily
affordable, and are popular with enthusiasts wanting to personalize them.
Since its release in 2007, the JK has become wildly popular and nearly 1 million units have
been sold in North America. With a wider track and longer wheelbase, the Wrangler JK is
roomier, more comfortable, and delivers better on-road performance than its predecessor.
However, it needs serious chassis, suspension, and drivetrain upgrades to tackle demanding
off-road terrain and rock crawling. A full complement of heavy-duty suspension, chassis,
steering, drivetrain, and high-performance engine parts has been developed for this platform.
Co-authors Don Alexander and Quinn Thomas offer comprehensive guidance for making key
modifications and selecting the best parts to transform your JK into a superior off-road
performer. Lift kits from 1.75 to 5 inches are available, so you can fit off-road wheels and tires
for exceptional traction. Suspension springs, specially calibrated coil-over shocks, and sway
bars must work in concert to provide the correct suspension articulation and ride quality to
scale obstacles and negotiate terrain. To increase durability and essential reliability, pitman
arms, drop links, driveline parts, steering boxes, and skid plates are examined. Because the
drivetrain must be ready for off-road service, the authors cover the most rugged and reliable
axle assemblies available. Exhaust, intake, and electronic engine mapping upgrades make the
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Jeep 3.6- and 3.8-liter V-6 engines much more potent. If you believe that paved roads are
simply access-ways to the open range, you and your JK need this book. It contains the vital
information to convert any mild-mannered street vehicle into an all-conquering off-road rig.
Whether it’s lift kits, wheels, tires, drivetrain, or suspension and engine parts, this volume
provides detailed information, insightful guidance, and installation instructions, so you build an
off-road JK to handle the toughest terrain.
The Jeep Cherokee XJ is a pioneering SUV that delivers commendable performance and offroad capability. More than 3 million Cherokee XJs were manufactured during its production
run. However, when the XJs rolled off the production lines, they were built primarily for the
street. As a result, XJs need crucial modifications and high-performance upgrades to make
them better for off-road duty. In this updated edition, author and veteran Cherokee expert Eric
Zappe guides you through each stage of an XJ build, so you can take the mild-mannered,
bone-stock XJ and upgrade it to a capable off-road performer. Zappe delves into suspension
bolt-on improvements, including lift kits to increase ground clearance and suspension travel.
He also covers high-performance shocks and long-arm suspensions. Wheels and tires are
your vital link to the terrain, and he reveals all the important considerations so you select the
right combination. XJs need a heavy-duty steering system to negotiate challenging off-road
conditions, and Zappe explains several ways to upgrade the steering. Driveline and axle
upgrades are an important part of the performance equation, so these performance
improvements are covered as well. But he doesn’t stop there; he also explores engine
performance improvements for the 2.5-, 2.8-, 4.0-liter engines so the Cherokee has more
power for off-road performance. In addition, he covers some basic tips for body strengthening
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and adding skid plates. If you’re ready to go off road with your Cherokee but you’re not
planning to build a top-dollar off-road machine, this is the book for you. With the techniques
and latest products described in this book, you will be able to upgrade your XJ to much higher
level of performance and your XJ will be at home off and on road.
Following Ford and Chevrolet, Pontiac entered the pony car market in 1967 and came up with
one of the best and most successful muscle cars ever produced. Though based on the
Camaro chassis, the Firebird offered unique features and high performance, and over its
nearly 40 years of production it continued to wow drivers--as it does today. This book details
the Firebird’s long and illustrious career. With high-quality, detailed color photographs of some
of the finer models--both originals and faithful restorations--the book is at once a unique history
and a restoration guide to all four generations of the Firebird. Pictures and text profile the
correct parts, finishes, options, and trim pieces for various models. The book also covers the
vehicle’s wide variety of engine options, along with all special editions and model variations
from the Firebird’s introduction in 1967 to the final model in 2002.
As cool as classic muscle cars might be, they're only as good as the automotive technology of
their era. That's where this book comes in. With clear, easy-to-follow instructions, this guide
shows how to give your car all the muscle of today while preserving the classic styling of your
muscle car. In this updated and fully illustrated edition of his popular handbook, veteran
overhauler and automotive writer Jason Scott takes readers through the step-by-step
improvements that will add more power, style, and handling capability to any classic muscle
car. Full-color photos accompany Scott's detailed instructions, covering bodywork and interior
restoration, engine enhancements, transmission and axle swaps, suspension, steering,
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chassis and brake upgrades as well as many other changes that will restore-or maintain-a
muscle cars identity while making it perform as if it were built only yesterday.
Drawing on a wealth of knowledge and experience and a background of more than 1,000
magazine articles on the subject, engine control expert Jeff Hartman explains everything from
the basics of engine management to the building of complicated project cars. Hartman has
substantially updated the material from his 1993 MBI book Fuel Injection (0-879387-43-2) to
address the incredible developments in automotive fuel injection technology from the past
decade, including the multitude of import cars that are the subject of so much hot rodding
today. Hartman's text is extremely detailed and logically arranged to help readers better
understand this complex topic.
Identifying the Jeep CJ series vehicles as the most popular off-road vehicles of all time may
actually qualify as an understatement. They really are that popular. The CJ series arguably
started after World War II with the CJ-2A being introduced to the masses, and while the early
CJs have their share of enthusiasts, the largest group of enthusiasts began their love affair
with the AMC-powered Jeep CJ-5s beginning in 1972. Joined by the longer-wheelbase CJ-7
models introduced in 1976, the CJ models were wildly popular through their discontinuation in
1986, when the Wrangler was introduced. These were the only models originally equipped with
V-8 engines in any meaningful way. This era combined the ruggedness of the early Jeeps with
some of the advancements and horsepower of a more modern era; it makes a platform that is
both fun to own and to modify. Jeep guru Michael Hanssen covers all of the systems that can
be upgraded to improve your Jeep's performance. Upgrades include suspension components
such as springs, shocks, and steering modifications; driveline components including
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differentials, transmissions, transfer cases, and axles; engine upgrades including engine
swaps; wheel and tire upgrades; aftermarket accessories; and armor such as skid plates,
bumpers, brake upgrades, and more. Whether you are looking to get into serious off-roading or
just want to make your classic CJ a little more fun, this book will be a valuable tool in your shop
or library. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Arial}

Introduced in 1997, the GM LS engine has become the dominant V-8 engine in
GM vehicles and a top-selling high-performance crate engine. GM has released a
wide range of Gen III and IV LS engines that deliver spectacular efficiency and
performance. These compact, lightweight, cutting-edge pushrod V-8 engines
have become affordable and readily obtainable from a variety of sources. In the
process, the LS engine has become the most popular V-8 engine to swap into
many American and foreign muscle cars, sports cars, trucks, and passenger
cars. To select the best engine for an LS engine swap, you need to carefully
consider the application. Veteran author and LS engine swap master Jefferson
Bryant reveals all the criteria to consider when choosing an LS engine for a swap
project. You are guided through selecting or fabricating motor mounts for the
project. Positioning the LS engine in the engine compartment and packaging its
equipment is a crucial part of the swap process, which is comprehensively
covered. As part of the installation, you need to choose a transmission
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crossmember that fits the engine and vehicle as well as selecting an oil pan that
has the correct profile for the crossmember with adequate ground clearance.
Often the brake booster, steering shaft, accessory pulleys, and the exhaust
system present clearance challenges, so this book offers you the best options
and solutions. In addition, adapting the computer-control system to the wiring
harness and vehicle is a crucial aspect for completing the installation, which is
thoroughly detailed. As an all-new edition of the original top-selling title, LS
Swaps: How to Swap GM LS Engines into Almost Anything covers the right way
to do a spectrum of swaps. So, pick up this guide, select your ride, and get
started on your next exciting project.
With more than 10 million Chevy S-10 and GMC S-15 trucks produced, this fullyillustrated guide gives everything the light truck owner needs for modifying,
including upgrades and accessories for everyday use.
In this fully updated third edition of Jeep 4x4 Performance Handbook, Jeep
experts Jim Allen and James Weber give you all the information and expertise
you need to build and drive your ultimate Jeep without breaking the bank.
High Performance Neon Builder's Handbook is your one-stop shop for all the
information you need to get the maximum performance out of your Dodge Neon.
This comprehensive book details everything including available Neon models,
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suspension and braking improvements, drivetrain modifications, and working on
a budget. Engine modifications are extensively covered, including specific details
about intake systems, exhaust systems, ignition and fuel systems, short-block
modification, and thorough coverage on heads, cams, and valvetrain. A helpful
chapter on how and where to go racing is also included, as well as a handy
source guide. If you want to make your Neon the hottest sport compact on the
street, this is the book for you.
Phil Edmonston, Canada's automotive "Dr. Phil," pulls no punches. He says
there's never been a better time to buy a new car or truck, thanks to a stronger
Canadian dollar and an auto industry offering reduced prices, more cash rebates,
low financing rates, bargain leases, and free auto maintenance programs. In this
all-new guide he says: Audis are beautiful to behold but hell to own
(biodegradable transmissions, "rodent snack" wiring, and mind-boggling
depreciation Many 2011-12 automobiles have "chin-to-chest head restraints,
blinding dash reflections, and dash gauges that can't be seen in sunlight, not to
mention painful wind-tunnel roar if the rear windows are opened while underway
Ethanol and hybrid fuel-saving claims have more in common with Harry Potter
than the Society of Automotive Engineers GM's 2012 Volt electric car is a mixture
of hype and hypocrisy from the car company that "killed" its own electric car more
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than a decade ago You can save $2,000 by cutting freight fees and
"administrative" charges Diesel annual urea fill-up scams cancost you $300,
including an $80 "handling" charge for $25 worth of urea Lemon-Aid's 2011-12
Endangered Species List: the Chinese Volvo, the Indian Jaguar and Land Rover,
the Mercedes-Benz Smart Car, Mitsubishi, and Suzuki
Provides excellent instruction and guidance for selecting the best engine for a
budget, choosing the adapter plates and engine mounts, dropping the engine in
the car, selecting the ideal transmission and drivelines, and completing all facets
of the swap.
From Willys and Overland Jeeps of World War II, to the CJ models of '70s and
early '80s, to the slightly more civilized Wrangler, the Jeep has become an
American icon. Jeep has maintained its popularity by updating and modernizing
the traditional two-door, removable-top Jeep without watering down its off-road
capability. Jeep owners love to personalize their vehicles and modify them for
better performance on and off road. In High-Performance Jeep Wrangler TJ
Builder's Guide, author Christian Lee explains how to upgrade your Wrangler's
suspension, axles, differentials, engine, transfer case, wheels and tires, skid
plates, and more, using aftermarket and salvage-yard upgrades. This book
includes over 300 full-color images and drawings to show beginners and
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experienced Jeepers how to do things right. Lee even has special sections for
basic driving and recovery technique, and a few built-up Jeeps to give you ideas
for your own Wrangler.
p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Arial} The Jeep CJ, the icon that started it
all, is the most popular off-road vehicle of all time. The look, style, and functionality of the CJ
made it instantly popular and recognizable the world over, in no doubt partly due to its military
presence in World War II. The Jeep Wrangler platform had the difficult task of replacing the
extremely popular CJ platform. Outwardly similar in appearance, the YJ, TJ, and JK that
followed all had significant design improvements, as can be expected when a platform has a
life span of more than five decades. The YJ was the first Chrysler release after it purchased
AMC in the mid-1980s, and it was aimed at taming the original CJ for more comfort and,
arguably, a larger audience. The TJ that followed next was an evolutionary update, significant
in that it featured a coil spring suspension and the celebrated return of round headlights, for a
more traditional look compared to the square lights of the YJ. In Jeep TJ 1997-2006: How to
Build & Modify, everything you need to know about how to modify your TJ for off-road use is
covered. Beginning with why you should choose a TJ for modification, Jeep expert Michael
Hanssen takes you through all the different systems needing modification, including engine
modifications and swaps, transmission swaps, transfer case and driveshafts modifications,
axles and traction systems, suspensions and lifts, wheels, tires, brakes, chassis protection,
electrical, and winches. Included in every chapter are step-by-step modification instructions to
help walk you through the process. If you want to build a TJ for serious off-road trail use, or
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you just want a capable and great-looking Jeep for around town, this book has you covered.
Automotive Automatic Transmission and Transaxles, published as part of the CDX Master
Automotive Technician Series, provides students with an in-depth introduction to diagnosing,
repairing, and rebuilding transmissions of all types. Utilizing a “strategy-based diagnostics”
approach, this book helps students master technical trouble-shooting in order to address the
problem correctly on the first attempt.
This comprehensive resource provides detailed content on the theory of operation, diagnosis,
repair, and rebuilding of automotive engines. Students will gain essential technical expertise as
they develop the skills and knowledge they need for professional success, including critical
thinking and awareness of key industry trends and practices. AUTOMOTIVE ENGINES:
DIAGNOSIS, REPAIR, AND REBUILDING, Eighth Edition, emphasizes universal repair
techniques and case histories based on real-world scenarios to prepare users for careers in
the field. Instructor resources include lesson plans, customizable lab sheets that address ASE
Education Foundation Standards, a customizable test bank with questions based on chapter
content, PowerPoint presentations, and more. Now updated with new, full-color images and
information on the latest trends, tools, and technology--including hybrid engines and highperformance components--this trusted text is the ideal resource for automotive program
instructors who want a complete teaching package for their Engines course. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Custom build your own high performance version of Chevy's famous "rat" motor from off-theshelf factory parts! Complete part interchange information, plus factory part numbers, casting
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marks, production histories, suppliers, performance capabilities of various components, and
more. Covers all 366, 396, 402, 427, 454 and 502 engines.
Camaro fever is sweeping the country! And with the help of the Camaro Restoration
Handbook, you can restore your 1967 through 1981 Camaro either piece by piece, or from the
ground up. Authors Tom Currao and Ron Sessions detail the complete restoration process
necessary to turn any street-beaten Camaro into a true show winner. With over 500 photos
and drawings, it’s the most complete Camaro restoration resource available. Plus, you’ll find
chapters on year-by-year identification and model changes, disassembly, electrical wiring,
intereior and door reconditioning, convertible, and vinyl top repair. Also included are details on
rebuilding suspensions, steering, brakes, and sheet metal repair. Procedures for body prep
and paint, gauges, driveline reconditioning, subframe repair, and what to do after the
restoration are fully illustrated. A complete Interior/Exterior color chart is an added bonus. The
Camaro Restoration Handbook is the answer to your dream of a restored vintage Camaro.
What are you waiting for?
The GM LS engine has revolutionized the muscle car and the high-performance V-8 market. It
has become a favorite engine to swap into classic cars because it offers a superior
combination of horsepower, torque, and responsiveness in a compact package. As such, these
modern pushrod V-8 engines are installed in vintage GM muscle cars with relative ease, and
that includes Chevelles and other popular GM A-Body cars. In fact, General Motors
manufactured about 500,000 Chevelles and A-Body cars between 1968 and 1970 alone.
Jefferson Bryant, author of LS Swaps: How To Swap GM LS Engines into Almost Anything,
has performed many LS swaps throughout his career, and has transplanted the LS into several
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A-Body cars. In this comprehensive guide, he provides detailed step-by-step instructions for
installing an LS powerplant into a Chevelle, Buick GS, Oldsmobile Cutlass, and Pontiac GTO.
To successfully install an LS engine, you need to select or fabricate motor mounts and adapter
plates to mount the engine to the chassis. Also, you need to integrate the electronic engine
controls and wiring harness to the A-Body car. If you run a fuel-injection system, a new tank or
high-pressure fuel pump, fuel lines, and related equipment must be installed. Bryant covers all
of these crucial steps and much more. He explains essential procedures, time saving
techniques, and solutions to common problems. In addition, he performs a new LT swap into
an A-Body car. Swapping an LS engine into an A-Body is made much easier with a
comprehensive guidebook such as this, whether you plan on doing it yourself or decide to have
a shop do it for you. A huge and thriving aftermarket provides a wide range of suspension,
brake, steering, chassis, and other parts that produce functional improvements. Before you
tackle your LS Swap project, arm yourself with this vital information to guide you through the
process. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Arial}
How to Hot Rod Small-Block Mopar Engines is a completely revised, updated edition of Larry
Shepard’s classic, first published in 1989. Inside you’ll find the latest, updated information to
help modify your small-block A series Mopar for high performance, street, circle track, or drag
racing. Also included are updated parts information and techniques for: - Block, cranks, pistons
and rods - Cylinder heads - Camshafts and valvetrain - Blueprinting techniques - Step-by-step
engine assembly guide - Oil, cooling, ignition and induction systems - Engine swapping guide Engine installation and break-in tips - Casting numbers and torque specs New part numbers,
photos, parts combinations and illustrations highlight this classic handbook on how to build the
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ultimate small-block Mopar engine.

This ultimate guide to installing the LSX in your GM muscle car details all the
necessary steps from concept to completion, including fabrication and installation
of motor mounts, wiring, fuel system, and driveline considerations.
When it comes to their personal transportation, today's youth have shunned the
large, heavy performance cars of their parents' generation and instead embraced
what has become known as the "sport compact"--smaller, lightweight, modern
sports cars of predominantly Japanese manufacture. These cars respond well to
performance modifications due to their light weight and technology-laden, highrevving engines. And by far, the most sought-after and modified cars are the
Hondas and Acuras of the mid-'80s to the present. An extremely popular method
of improving vehicle performance is a process known as engine swapping.
Engine swapping consists of removing a more powerful engine from a betterequipped or more modern vehicle and installing it into your own. It is one of the
most efficient and affordable methods of improving your vehicle's performance.
This book covers in detail all the most popular performance swaps for Honda
Civic, Accord, and Prelude as well as the Acura Integra. It includes vital
information on electrics, fit, and drivetrain compatibility, design considerations,
step-by-step instruction, and costs. This book is must-have for the Honda
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enthusiast.
How to Build Ford Restomod Street Machines shows you how to modify your
vintage Ford to accelerate, stop, corner, and ride as good as - if not better than Detroit's best new high-performance cars. Don't subject your classic Ford to a life
of garage time, trailer rides, outdated factory-original performance, and the
occasional Sunday cruise - build it to run hard. Author Tony Huntimer uses over
300 photos to show you how to upgrade your engine, drivetrain, chassis,
suspension, body, and interior to make your ride a stand-out performer using
factory and aftermarket parts. He even covers many Ford-specific upgrades,
including the Granada brake swap and the popular Shelby Mod.
Discusses the parts of a small-block engine and describes techniques for the
removal, installation, and tune-up of the engine
This complete textbook provides detailed content on the theory of operation,
diagnosis, repair, and rebuilding of automotive engines. In addition to essential
technical expertise, the text helps users develop the skills and knowledge they
need for professional success, including critical thinking and awareness of key
industry trends and practices. The text emphasizes universal repair techniques
and case histories based on real-world scenarios to prepare users for careers in
the field. Instructor resources include lesson plans, customizable lab sheets that
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address NATEF Standards, a customizable test bank with questions based on
chapter content, presentations in PowerPoint, and more. Now updated with new,
full-color images and information on the latest trends, tools, and
technology—including hybrid engines and high-performance
components—AUTOMOTIVE ENGINES: DIAGNOSIS, REPAIR, REBUILDING,
Seventh Edition, is the ideal resource for automotive programs who want a
complete teaching package for their Engines course. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
The part interchange manual can be used to look up NOS part numbers. It
includes approximately 3000 parts descriptions with factory part numbers by
make model and year for Pontiac, Chevrolet, Buick, and Oldsmobile parts by
year, make, and model that are interchangeable. For example, you can also
determine if different years of Pontiac used the same part or as a parts manual
for your car. Covers engine parts, body parts, electrical parts, suspension parts,
clutches, transmission, rear ends, steering, and more. There are even some
parts listed for the early 1930's. For convenience the parts are listed in sequence
by group number. Model application or interchangeable parts for each car line is
shown under the respective columns. Anyone looking for or selling parts,
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attending swap meets or restoring an antique auto will be able to put this
information to good use.
Several million Camaros and Firebirds were built from 1970-1981. Many are
perfect candidates for a full pro-touring treatment. This book is an essential tool
for the second-gen enthusiast looking to modify their car to perform at its best.
The General Motors G-Body is one of the manufacturer's most popular chassis,
and includes cars such as Chevrolet Malibu, Chevrolet Monte Carlo and El
Camino; the Buick Regal, the Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme; the Pontiac Grand
Prix, and more.
Now readers can turn their Chevelle or El Camino into the ultimate street
machine. Here is a compilation of tech articles from Chevy High Performance,
the most popular magazine among Chevy enthusiasts. Includes articles on
engine performance, tires, wheels, suspension, bodywork, exhaust, and interior
modifications. It's the the latest collaboration of the authors of Hot Rod, Car Craft,
Chevy High Performance, among others. Complete with over 300 photos and
illustrations.
How to Rebuild and Modify High-Performance Manual Transmissions breaks
down the disassembly, inspection, modification/upgrade, and rebuilding process
into detailed yet easy-to-follow steps consistent with our other Workbench series
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books. The latest techniques and insider tips are revealed, so an enthusiast can
quickly perform a tear-down, identify worn parts, select the best components, and
successfully assemble a high-performance transmission. Transmission expert
and designer Paul Cangialosi shares his proven rebuilding methods, insight, and
27 years of knowledge in the transmission industry. He guides you through the
rebuilding process for most major high-performance transmissions, including
BorgWarner T10 and super T10, GM/Muncie, Ford Toploader, and Tremec T5.
This new edition also contains a complete step-by-step rebuild of the Chrysler
A833 transmission.
The hottest trend in hot rodding is Pro/Touring--upgrading classic muscle cars
with modern performance, handling, safety and comfort. This subject gets
extensive coverage in magazines such as Hot Rod, Car Craft, Chevy High
Performance, and other enthusiast publications. This book shows readers how to
upgrade their classic Chevy, Pontiac, Buick, and Oldsmobile muscle cars in all
areas--late-model fuel-injected engines, better brakes and suspension, hot
interiors, and bodywork. Includes several "minifeatures" of well-known
Pro/Touring cars for readers to use as examples.
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